
Dear Dick, 	 ,4/23/93 

Wit:. the Livingstoneffligh Trash 3 d4 to have been turned in a week ago, when this 
L 

came in todaylza mail I do,:ided to make a copy for you because how much confidence can there 

be in what he says anplwrites may become an issue. 

I've eliminated the name of the addressee on the mahm chance it may be used so that 

abuse of hifit not be enticed. I'Ve highlighted to save you time. 

Aftev two books in which the firearms evidence is essential he know little about it 

he has to ask for help. Yet the firearms evidence is vital to his books. 

/Ile refers to "the missing back of the head," meaning JFK's. It was never missing, 

a6 he'd ley° known if he had cSlIcked the Zapruder film at the outset instead, as he told 

mo, after Nigh Rrash 2
6 
 II is his seeing this for the first time in 1992 that 3g4 him to 

decided that the film was tcved with and altered. 

The subject-matter ignorance reflected on page A2 is remarkable given his argument 

that ho cannot understandrly Auff. This says that is because he did not read it. 

That report was never .1treleased." It was disclosed in a 1969 lawsuit, not in 1979 

as he sayg, and that and the mislocating of that head wound are in Post Morton, published 
7 

in 11 	. 

True also of the fragmentVthe bone table in the head. 

If he knows so little of what was published and he has and says he has read 7,  and 
I 

says he can t understand 	 

On the last page he says, "I make a lot of mistakes...." 

After thinking about it further I enclose also 

his 3/6/93 to Gary Shaw. Not to take your time 

with now but on the chance you may later need it. 

It is irrational and in effect it charges Nary Ferrell's husband BUkk with involvement 

with his alleged WWIrItMTWN-1-  assassins who Livingstbne says escaped through "tunnels" to 

that dealership. I think he meant storm,tai drains. Pages 3, 6. No, he has both non-

existing tunnels and the s4m drains. The Jean Valjean theory of the assastion that Lifton 

invented, along with tunnels! In his 2/9/93 to Mary Ferrell that I sent you he charges her 
iminal with a "cocrnspiracy against me, and possibly to cover up the facts in • John Lennedy's mur- 

der." Can be taken to refer to her husband and the dealership escape route. 


